


Pewter: Lots 1 - 17 

A group of pl.ain rim plates 
18th century and later 
Mostly with touch marks and hallmarks of Stynt Duncombe, Bewdley, 
(w.1745- 1767), to rear, including some with the sa me sets of ownership 
in itials to the rear, approximately 9in/9Y2in . diameter, (20) 
£80 - 120 

2 
A Scottish spouted laver, circa 1780 
Touchmark inside the base of Stephen Maxwell, Glasgow, (w.1763-
1795), (OP3153, PS44), having a flared drum and broad mid-fillet, the 
slightly domed lid with locating flange, twin-lobed thumbpiece with 
hollow back, height 25.5cm. 
£200 - 300 

The Maxwell mark found on this laver dates from after American 
Independence; post 1776. 

3 
A Normandy flagon or pichet 
Of shouldered form, with heart-shaped lid, twin-acorn thumbpiece, 
single-curve handle, height 26.5cm. 
£100-200 

4 I Bonhams 

4 
A mid-18th Century chalice, probably Scottish 
The broad cup with fla red rim and mid-fillet raised on a knopped stem 
and double dome foot, no marks, height 22cm, cup diameter 75.5cm 
£150 - 200 

5 
A 19th century scale or flat plate 
Circa 1820-40 
Having a rear folded rim, bearing touchmark and hallmark of Susannah 
Cocks, London, (w.1820-1847), (PS l 779), 34cm diameter 
£40 - 60 

6 
A set of six plain rim crested plates 
Each rim engraved with the crest/device of The Honourable Society 
of the Middle Temple, most with rubbed Bush & Perkins hallmark and 
London label to the rear, 9 7/8in., 25cm diameter, (6) 
£500 - 800 

Provenance: Purchased Jack Casimir, Notting Hill Gate, London, 1988. 

The Honourable Society of the Middle Temple, known as Middle Temple, 
is one of the four ancient Inns of Court, the others being the Inner 
Temple, Lincoln's Inn and Gray's Inn. The Inns train students and admit 
them to the English bar to practice as barristers. 
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7 
A Scottish chophin capacity tappit hen 
Of typical shouldered form, engraved with the ownership initials AL over 
MK to collar, plouk mark inside body, later lid, 
25cm high 
£200 - 300 

8 
A Charles IIIJames 11 pewter multi -reed wriggle-work plate 
Hallmarks to rim of William Haward, London, (w.1673-1688), (OP2426, 
PS4520), the well decorated with a stylized tulip, also with ownership 
initials IMA to rim, 
8Y2in diameter 
£600 - 800 

9 
A Scottish Mutchkin capacity tappit hen 
Of typical shouldered form, the lid bearing the initials AHP, 
17cm high 
£400 - 600 

10 

10 
A Scottish Scots pint tappit hen 
Of Typical shouldered form, ownership initials JS over AD to collar, plouk 
mark inside, 
27cm high 
£300 - 500 

11 
A miscellaneous group of pewter 
To include a single-reed dish, bearing the hallmarks of ET, (w.171 0- 7), 
(PS9583), diameter 16Y2in.; together with a quart and a pint capacity 
tulip-shaped mug, both with lion passant hallmarks to rim, possibly M. 
Alderson & Co, (w.1821 -1832), (PS 13873), both also with crown WR 
marks; together with two straight-sided quart mugs and a circular lidded 
tobacco box, (5) 
£50 - 80 
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12 
A one and a half-pint dome lidded tankard, circa 1720 
The straight-sided body with low single-fillet, S-shaped handle with f ish
tail term inal, dome-lid w ith scroll thumbpiece, touch mark inside base. 
£300 - 400 

Richard Mundey label to the underside states that the touch mark 
belongs to Richard Goring, Bristol, (w.171 5-1764) 

13 
A pint O.E.W.S. bud baluster measure 
The body of unusua l form with slender collar and base, height 76.5cm 
£200 - 300 

Richard Mundey paper label to the underside. 

14 
A Stuart flat-lid flagon, circa 1700 
Touchmark inside base of Christopher Baldw in, Wigan (w.1695-1725) 
(PS68), having lower reeding to tapering drum, the flat-lid stamped 
SKELTON behind the front dent ilations, heart and spray thumbpiece, 
single-curve handle, 27.5cm. 
£400 - 600 

Richard Mundey label to the underside of base. 

6 I Bonhams 
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15 
An early 18th century triple-reed charger 
Hallmarks to rim and touch marks to rear of WP, (w. 1700-1 740), 
(OP587 1, PS 763 1), 20in diameter; together with a 16Yzin diameter 
dish by the same maker; a 17th century semi-broad rim dish 
touch marks to rea r of I P, (w.1650-80), (OP583 5, PS 7613), two incised 
lines to ri m, 14%in diameter; an 18th century single reed charger, 
20% diameter; all heavily oxidised and some w ith pitting/holes, (4) 
£100 - 150 

16 
Three 18th century Normandy flagons or pitchets 
Two pots and one quart, each of typical shouldered form, with heart
shaped lid, twin-acorn thumbpiece with wedge attachment, the quart 
example having a touch mark to the underside, height 27cm, 25.5cm 
and 22.5cm, respectively 
£200 - 300 

17 
A Scottish crested Scots pint tappit hen 
Of typical shouldered form, multi-incised lines to body, erect ribbed 
thumbpiece, repairs, 
30cm high 
£200 - 400 




